Abstract-Overlay applications have used various tools to measure path properties in order to construct efficient overlay networks. Typical examples include delay measurement, connectivity measurement and residual bandwidth measurement. While different tools have different measurement targets, it is difficult to design general criterion for selecting paths to measure. In this paper, we study path properties and figure out some simple rules for path selection in measurements. We first examine the relationship between path delay and residual bandwidth. Our measurement results indicate that short paths often have high residual bandwidth. We then impose high preference on short paths in traceroute measurements. The results show that traceroute measurements with path preference achieve comparable inference efficiency and much lower overhead as compared to traditional traceroute measurements. Our study suggests that we can preferentially select short paths to measure. This can fulfill various requirements on path properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the quick development of network technologies, overlay networks have been widely used in various applications. Examples include application-layer multicast (ALM), peerto-peer (P2P) audio and video streaming, and overlay path routing. According to CacheLogic Research, P2P traffic, which first emerged in 1999 with Napster, has accounted for as much as 70% Internet traffic in 2006.
In order to build an efficient overlay network, the knowledge of the underlay topology is important. For example, two seemingly disjoint overlay paths may share common underlay links; therefore the selection of overlay paths without the knowledge of underlay may lead to serious link congestion. Currently, there are mainly three types of tools for end-to-end network inference: (1) Delay measurement using ping: For example, Narada uses the ping tool to select a close parent for a new joining host [1] . (2) Connectivity measurement using traceroute: For example, TAG uses traceroute to infer the path connectivity among hosts, and constructs a tree with low delay and low stress [2] . (3) Residual bandwidth measurement using tools like Pathload [3] : For example, Overcast measures residual path bandwidth to build a high-bandwidth tree [4] .
Clearly, different tools have different measurement targets. When ping is used, we often want to identify a short path with low delay. When Pathload is used, we want to identify a path with high residual bandwidth. When traceroute is used, This work was supported, in part, by Direct Allocation Grant at the HKUST (DAG05/06.EG10), and Hong Kong Research Grant Council (611107).
our target is to discover as many underlay links as possible. Given different measurement targets, it is difficult to design general criterion for selecting paths to measure.
In this paper, we study path properties and figure out some simple rules for path selection in topology inference. Our motivation comes from the observation that paths within the same local networks often have both low delay and high residual bandwidth, while paths crossing multiple ISPs often have high delay and relatively low residual bandwidth. We hence study the relationship between path delay and residual bandwidth. We conduct measurements on the PlanetLab testbed [5] . Our measurement results confirm that short paths often have higher residual bandwidth than long paths. This suggests to preferentially select short paths to measure.
We then study the impact of the path preference to traceroute measurements. We impose high preference on short paths and integrate path preference into Max-Delta, a traceroutebased topology inference scheme [6] . We compare the performance of Max-Delta with and with no path preference on different network topologies. Our results show that the two schemes achieve comparable inference efficiency. In addition, Max-Delta with path preference achieves much lower measurement overhead as it prefers short paths.
In summary, our study shows that it is beneficial to preferentially select short paths to measure in topology inference. This can fulfill various requirements on path properties. Hence, in network measurement, we can first estimate path delay, and then preferentially select short paths to conduct traceroute or residual bandwidth measurement. Note that ping measurement incurs much lower traffic than traceroute and residual bandwidth measurement. We can hence estimate path delay with low overhead. We may also use coordinate estimation tools like Global Network Positioning (GNP) to estimate path delay.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we study the relationship between path delay and residual bandwidth. In Section III, we compare the performance of Max-Delta with and with no path preference. Finally, we conclude in Section IV.
II. REVISITING PATH PROPERTIES

A. Delay and Residual Bandwidth
An end-to-end path may be characterized by many metrics, e.g., delay, hop count, loss rate and residual bandwidth. Among them, end-to-end path delay is the most commonly This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2008 proceedings.
used in overlay applications. Path delay is often computed in terms of round-trip time (RTT), which can be obtained through the ping program. Given a pair of source and destination hosts, the ping program sends an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) request message from the source to the destination, expecting an ICMP reply message to be returned. The program usually sends multiple request messages. Among all the returned results, the minimum RTT is used to compute path delay.
Ping measurement has been widely used in overlay construction, e.g., NICE, Narada, DT and ALMI. For example, in Narada, a host keeps selecting some random hosts to ping [1] . It adds a new path into the overlay network if the new path is short enough. It also drops long paths from the overlay network. After the overlay is constructed, a shortest path tree is built on top of the overlay for data delivery. Similarly, many other applications endeavor to identify short paths with small RTT between hosts.
Another popular path metric is residual path bandwidth. The residual bandwidth of a path is defined as the difference between the path capacity and the amount of bandwidth already taken by all active and backup traffic traversing the path. Many tools have been proposed to measure residual path bandwidth, e.g., Pathload, PTR/IGI, TOPP, Pathchirp and Spruce.
If we know the residual bandwidth of different paths, we can select the ones with high residual bandwidth for overlay construction. As a result, the data transmission rate between hosts is high. A typical example is Overcast, which aims to build an overlay tree with high transmission rate [4] . In Overcast, when a new host arrives, it first estimates its bandwidth to the root and to each of the root's children. If the bandwidth to any of these children is close to the bandwidth to the root, the new host moves one level down to this child and repeats the process. This procedure continues until the current host has no children with satisfactory bandwidth to the new host. Then the current host becomes the new one's parent.
As discussed, in order to achieve low end-to-end delay, short paths with small RTT are preferred. On the other hand, in order to achieve high transmission rate, paths with high residual bandwidth are preferred. Hence, we have two orthogonal metrics for path selection. Fortunately, we find that these two metrics are not fully independent or contradictive. According to [7] , the receiver of a friendly TCP connection can use the following function to calculate its expected bandwidth:
. This gives the TCP throughput B in bytes/s, as a function of the packet size s, round-trip time RT T , steady-state loss rate p, and the TCP retransmit timeout value RT O. The function indicates that B is a reciprocal function of RTT. In other words, a path with small RTT often has high residual bandwidth, and vice versa. In order to verify the relationship between path RTT and residual bandwidth, we have done the following measurement study on the PlanetLab testbed.
B. PlanetLab Measurement Study
We have obtained a PlanetLab topology through end-toend measurements. We randomly select a number of hosts from PlanetLab and conduct all-pairs traceroutes between them. Due to network and host dynamics (some hosts may unexpectedly fail during our measurements), a small portion of the traceroutes cannot be completed. From the traceroutes obtained, we construct a topology consisting of 72 hosts and 2540 overlay paths (we assume that paths are symmetric and only measure one path between a pair of hosts).
We also measure residual bandwidth of paths. In the measurement, a sender sends a data clip to a receiver, and the receiver measures the downloading time. The path bandwidth is computed as the data clip size divided by the downloading time. A data clip contains 1, 000 packets and one packet is set to 1, 000 bytes. Each host measures its bandwidth to all the other hosts. Among the 72 hosts, we obtain the bandwidth results on 2189 paths (some transfer cannot be completed due to network and host dynamics). The maximum and minimum bandwidth is about 14.4Mbps and 35Kbps, respectively, and over 94% paths have bandwidth higher than 1Mbps. We combine the traceroute results and bandwidth measurement results to build a testbed topology, with 72 hosts, 2176 overlay paths, 1145 underlay links and 627 routers. Figure 1 shows the relationship between residual bandwidth and RTT of paths. We divide path RTT into a few intervals. The intervals start from 0ms and each interval spans 5ms. For example, in the curve denoted "Number of Paths", a point (5, 296) means that there are 296 paths whose RTT falls into the interval [0ms, 5ms). Similarly, a point (10, 94) means that there are 94 paths whose RTT falls into the interval [5ms, 10ms). However, the last point in the curve has different meaning. The point (105, 13) in the curve means that there are in total 13 paths whose RTT is no less than 100ms. Note that other points in the curve have shown the distribution of paths whose RTT is less than 100ms.
The curve denoted "Average Bandwidth" in Fig. 1 shows the average path bandwidth in different RTT intervals. With the increase of RTT, average path bandwidth generally decreases. As shown, there are a few paths with significantly high residual bandwidth (higher than 4.5Mbps) and low RTT (less than 15ms). These are mainly paths within the same campus network. In the current PlanetLab, a university usually contributes 2 − 4 computers as PlanetLab hosts. These computers are often close to each other and have high bandwidth connections between each other. As the last point in the curve shows, the average bandwidth of paths whose RTT is higher than 100ms is 2.3Mbps. This is unexpectedly higher than its previous points. However, as there are only 13 paths whose RTT is higher than 100ms, the path number is too small and the result lacks enough representativeness.
The curve denoted "Accumulative Bandwidth" shows the average bandwidth of paths in an accumulative RTT range. For example, the point (10, 4.58) in the curve means that the average bandwidth of paths whose RTT is less than 10ms is 4.58Mbps. Unlike other points, the last point (105, 3.06) means that the average bandwidth of all paths is 3.06Mbps. As shown, when we take long paths into computation, the average residual bandwidth decreases.
The above measurement results show that a short path often has relatively high residual bandwidth, while a long path often has relatively low residual bandwidth. This suggests us to preferentially use short paths for overlay construction, since they can provide low end-to-end delay and high transmission rate.
III. CONSIDERING PATH PREFERENCE IN TRACEROUTES
A. Comparison Schemes
We now study the impact of path preference to traceroute measurements. We select Max-Delta as the baseline scheme for verification [6] . Max-Delta is proposed to efficiently infer the topology among a group of hosts by traceroute. It works as follows: Hosts first utilize light-weight tools such as GNP to estimate their network coordinates, and report them to a central server. The following inference procedure is divided into multiple iterations. In each iteration, the server selects a target for each host to traceroute. Hosts then traceroute their targets and report the results to the server. The server combines all the results obtained in the iteration and based on that, starts the next iteration on target assignment. Such process is repeated until a certain stop rule is achieved (e.g., reaching a certain number of iterations).
A target is selected as follows. For a certain host A, suppose that the path between A and another host B has not been measured. The server computes the distance between A and B in the discovered topology D p (A, B) , using shortest path routing. The server also computes the distance between them based on their coordinates, Euclidean (A, B) . If coordinate 
B).
If ∆ (A, B) is large, it is with high probability that some links between A and B (leading to a shorter path in the discovered topology) are not discovered yet. For all unmeasured paths between A and other hosts, the server selects the path with the maximum ∆ value as A's traceroute target.
To integrate path preference into Max-Delta, we modify the target selection mechanism as follows. We first define a few intervals for path delay. The intervals start from 0ms and each interval spans tms, where t is a system parameter. An unmeasured path is put into a certain interval according to its Euclidean value. We then examine the intervals according to their starting values in an ascending order. For a certain interval, we examine the unmeasured paths falling into it, and select the one with the maximum ∆ value. If there exists such a path, the path is selected as the traceroute target in the next iteration. Otherwise, the interval does not contain any unmeasured paths. We then move to the next interval with larger starting value, and repeat the above process. In the following, we call this scheme distance limited Max-Delta, or simply DLMD. Its work flow is shown in Algorithm 1.
We show an example to illustrate Max-Delta and DLMD. Table I shows the set of unmeasured paths adjacent to a host in a certain iteration. In Max-Delta, the host selects the path with the maximum ∆ value as the traceroute target, i.e., path 4. If we use DLMD, we put the paths into different intervals according to their Euclidean values. Suppose t = 50ms. We sequentially examine the intervals. The first interval [0ms, 50ms) does not contain any paths. We then move to the second interval [50ms, 100ms). There are three paths in the interval, i.e., paths 1, 2 and 3. From these three paths, we select the one with the maximum ∆ value, i.e., path 3. Hence, path 3 is selected as the traceroute target in the next iteration.
B. Results on Internet-like Topologies
We evaluate Max-Delta and DLMD through simulations. We generate a number of Transit-Stub topologies with GT-ITM [8] . Each topology is a two-layer hierarchy of transit networks and stub networks. A topology contains 6, 000 routers and around 42, 000 links. We randomly put 500 hosts into the network. Each host is connected to a unique stub router with 1ms delay, while the delay of core links is given by the topology generator. In DLMD, we set t = 50ms. We use the following metrics to evaluate an inference scheme.
Algorithm 1 : TARGET SELECTION FOR HOST i IN DLMD
INPUT: t -interval span
E max -the maximum path delay in theory (a constant, assuming E max is larger than all Euclidean values) S i -set of unmeasured paths adjacent to i OUTPUT: A path from S i as the next traceroute target
output path m − i 13: return 14:
end if 15: end for
• Link ratio: defined as the ratio of the number of links in the inferred topology to the total number of links in the actual underlay topology [6] .
• Router ratio: defined as the ratio of the number of routers in the inferred topology to the total number of routers in the actual underlay topology [6] .
• Resource usage: Given a traffic between two points, the resource usage is computed as the size of traffic packets times the delay between the two points. We compute the resource usage of an inference scheme as the total resource usage for traceroute measurements in the inference. The resource usage of a single traceroute can be computed as in [9] . Figure 2 compares the performance of the two inference schemes. Figure 2(a) shows the accumulative link ratios achieved by the schemes. Max-Delta can quickly discover over 95% links, after 4 iterations. Its link ratio then converges around 99%. DLMD achieves comparable performance as Max-Delta. It discovers over 95% links only after 3 iterations. Its link ratio is higher than Max-Delta's in the first several iterations and in the iterations after the 8th. Figure 2(b) shows the accumulative router ratios achieved by the schemes. DLMD performs slightly better than Max-Delta. Max-Delta can discover over 99% routers after 4 iterations, and DLMD achieves it only after 2 iterations. From these two figures, we see than DLMD achieves slightly higher inference efficiency than Max-Delta.
Figure 2(c) shows the accumulative resource usage achieved by the schemes. As expected, DLMD achieves much lower resource usage than Max-Delta. DLMD preferentially selects short paths to traceroute. Hence, its traceroute averagely sends less probing packets than that in Max-Delta, and these packets traverse shorter distances. As shown, after 30 iterations, the resource usage of DLMD is only 43% of that of Max-Delta. Hence, DLMD can significantly reduce the measurement over- head.
The above results show that DLMD achieves higher inference efficiency than Max-Delta. This contradicts the intuition that short paths only contain a few links and routers, and hence only a few undiscovered links or routers. We examine our GT-ITM topologies to explain DLMD's good performance. Given the number of hosts N = 500, all-pairs traceroutes between hosts result in N (N − 1)/2 = 124, 750 paths (assuming paths are symmetric). We analyze the properties of the paths in a typical simulation. In the simulation, there are in total 1, 677 different links and 1, 055 different routers in the paths. Figure 3 shows the accumulative link ratio achieved by paths no more than certain length. For example, path length 5 corresponds to 95.9% in the curve. It means that if we only measure paths whose length is less than or equal to 5, we can discover 95.9% links on the underlay. When path length is 10, such value is 100%. It means that we can cover the whole underlay topology using paths whose length is no more than 10. The figure shows that short paths have contained most of underlay links. We can discover almost all links by only tracerouting short paths. Therefore, when we integrate path preference into Max-Delta and prefer short paths in inference, we do not sacrifice inference efficiency.
C. Result on PlanetLab Topology
We further evaluate the inference schemes on the PlanetLab topology. We select 60 hosts from the topology and neglect traceroutes among them that contain anonymous routers. By careful selection of the hosts, the remaining topology consists of around 96% of the pairwise paths. We use this topology as the complete underlay topology among the hosts. Figure 4 shows the link ratios achieved by the schemes on the PlanetLab topology. Both Max-Delta and DLMD can quickly discover underlay links. Max-Delta performs slightly better than DLMD. To achieve a certain link ratio, Max-Delta needs less iterations than DLMD. For example, to discover 95% links, Max-Delta needs 9 iterations, while DLMD needs 11 iterations. As the performance gap between the two schemes is not large, we conclude that DLMD's performance is comparable with Max-Delta's.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There are various ways to measure path properties in topology inference. In this paper, we try to figure out some simple rules for path selection in order to fulfill various measurement targets. Our study shows that it is beneficial to preferentially select short paths to measure. Short paths often have high residual bandwidth. And traceroute measurements with such path preference can reduce measurement overhead, at negligible penalty in inference efficiency. On the other hand, the real Internet is complicated. A short path does not necessarily have higher residual bandwidth than a long path. And in traceroute measurements, it is not always efficient to select short paths to measure (as shown in Fig. 4) . We hence cannot select paths to measure only based on their delay. We need to carefully design how to assign preference to short paths in topology inference.
